Give A Mile

Our inspiration...
The gift of one final goodbye
Give A Mile

How many people have we given the gift of a final goodbye to??

710 People on Flights
23,048,230 Miles Used
Give A Mile is a ‘not for profit’ online platform that enables people to visit a palliative ill person or people with a life threatening illness through crowdfunding of flights via donations of travel loyalty miles.

Give a Mile is a 100% donation model – all miles given go to that specific person’s story to help them not to an organization in the middle.

Funds that go to running our operation are raised separately and declared as such.

We do ask and need people to donate money to help our operational costs and we are fully transparent on how these funds get spent.

Our organization is 100% volunteer-driven.
Give A Mile

Requesting a flight
Click on Request a Flight and complete basic application form

or

send an email to info@giveamile.org

An application will then be sent to you - all applications will require medical confirmation from the health care provider by email saying the person is under their care. No confidential information needs to be disclosed.
Frequently asked questions regarding flights:

• What happens after Give A Mile receives the application and confirmation email?
• Are all flights granted?
• Can flights be granted to attend funerals or memorial services?
• Who arranges the flight?
• Who pays the taxes?
• How soon in advance does the request need to be received?
• Can the person who is ill request a flight?
• Can more than one family member request to fly to be with a loved one?
• What about Visas and passports?
• What about Covid19?
Donating to support Give A Mile
How Does Give a Mile Work for donors?

**Step 1.** Pick a Person's Story

**Step 2.** Give Miles

**Step 3.** Get Updates Through Social Media

**Step 4.** Feel Great in Your Heart and Repeat
1. Choose a story that moves you, or donate to the general pool.

2. Most Give A Mile flight requests come from social workers, medical care providers or hospice care workers.

3. All flights are medically verified and follow a review process.

4. Click DONATE NOW to take you to the page for easy donations:

5. Aeroplan miles, American Express point conversion, Air Cash Miles or dollar and bitcoin donations.
How can you help?

• Talk about Give A Mile to patients, families and colleagues so we can grant flights
• Talk to friends and family about Give A Mile to help us secure donations of loyalty points
• Follow us on social media and share our posts
• Let us know if you would like us to share more information on Give A Mile with you
• Become a Give A Mile Ambassador
• Sign up for our newsletter
• Encourage flight recipients to share feedback with Give A Mile
Ambassador program

We are looking to engage Give A Mile Ambassadors across Canada who will locally and nationally champion our organization - both finding patients who would benefit from the gift of one last goodbye, and also to help us raise awareness about loyalty point donations so that we can continue to fund flights.

If you would like to be an Ambassador or you have palliative colleagues across the country who we could contact to discuss Ambassadorship with, please let Alison know at alison.potter@giveamile.org or through our general mailbox at info@giveamile.org
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Compassion, Inspiration, Transparency & Gratitude
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